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OUR STORY
______
Sky Soles originated from
a recognised need amongst
aircrew for specialised
aviation footwear.

Family is the cornerstone of Sky
Soles’ foundations. The Clarke
families association with footwear
began in 1972. The Sky Soles Team
work closely with colleagues of the
aviation industry gauging feedback,
ideas and the needs of airline crew.

With a premium feel and first-class
service incorporating over 47 years
of footwear industry experience,
Sky Soles uses the finest materials
available with a paramount focus
on quality.
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MEET THE CREW
______

Z AC CL ARKE

Founder

DALE CL ARKE
Designer/Director

AUSTR ALIAN DESIGNED
______

GLENN CLARKE
Designer/Director

Career Background:

Career Background:

Career Background:

Commencing my first flight at 12
years old, I have always loved flying
aircraft. At 19 years of age I piloted
my first commercial flight on the
Airbus A320. I presently operate
throughout Australia, Asia and
the South Pacific, including New
Zealand with over 3,500 hours
commercial flight time.

At the age of 14 I began working
in footwear retail after school on a
part-time basis. From my background
in retail, I later moved into the
design/development department of
footwear manufacturing.

Growing up in a shoe family, I
have always been immersed in
the footwear industry. As a young
adult, I began my working career in
Real Estate sales and marketing.

My experience in the aviation
industry as a pilot, combined
with my passion for footwear has
formed the foundation of Sky Soles.

With this gained understanding
of the manufacturing processes I
joined the family business, working
alongside my father Ron selling
footwear across Australia and New
Zealand. To this day I continue similar
roles albeit with a greater business
responsibility.

When an opportunity arose to
join the family business I was able
to bring my significant sales and
marketing background with me.
This experience has provided
a valuable dimension that has
contributed to the growth of the
family business.

Why quality footwear is
important to me:

Why quality footwear is
important to me:

Why quality footwear is
important to me:

Growing up with a family footwear
business, I have vivid memories
of thousands of shoes covering
Dad’s car and our family home.
Unlike most products in the
fashion industry, footwear has
a critical role to play in general
health which varies by application.
The fundamentals of supportive
footwear, made from quality
materials was instilled in me at
a young age. I’m a big believer
in correct fitting, protection and
support which has been carried
through to Sky Soles’ designs.

Quality footwear is important to
me, because you get the perfect
fit, feel and wear. Often cheaper
alternatives lead to sacrifices in
materials and componentry which
effects the fit, feel and wear.

I believe it is very important to
invest in your health and wellbeing.
When you consider that to be
mobile and active you need to walk.
Without healthy feet to do such a
simple thing as walk to the shop to
get your bread, milk and the paper
life becomes a challenge. Thus,
by purchasing the appropriate
footwear this will allow you to
do such simple tasks required in
life. Whether it be your children’s
school shoes, the runners for your
exercise or the work appropriate
footwear, by purchasing the
appropriate quality footwear for
each application, your feet and the
health and wellbeing of your body
will benefit.

Melbourne
AUSTRALIA

Located in Melbourne, Australia; Sky Soles is part of Ron Clarke and Sons – an Australian owned
footwear business that has been supplying footwear to major and independent retailers in
Australia and New Zealand since 1972. We are a family business that thrives on innovation and
quality – experts in our field of footwear.
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P E N TA G O N A P P R O A C H
______
DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
______

Sky Soles puts its heart, soul
and countless design hours into
crafting bespoke footwear for the
uniformed aviation professional.
Every style has been meticulously
designed to provide maximum
quality and comfort for every
aviation adventure. A need for
comfortable, technologically
advanced, custom designed shoes
was the cornerstone behind the Sky
Soles brand.
Sky Soles maintains a focus on
providing comfortable footwear for
the aviation professional.
We achieve this by using “The
Sky Soles Pentagon Approach”,

a five-step process comprising
research, design and development,
craftsmanship, customer service
and future thinking.

Every style has been
meticulously designed
to provide maximum
quality and comfort

Aviation is a cutting-edge
industry that consistently pushes
boundaries, and places unnatural
demands on the human body.
To mitigate this Sky Soles’s
combined 47 years of footwear
design experience and extensive
consultation with cabin crew and
pilots, results in our innovative
footwear designs that are loved by
all crew.

RESEARCH
______
Our mission of delivering exceptional
quality and comfort could only be
achieved by the significant research
undertaken to deliver specialised
aviation footwear. Sky Soles prefers
to work closely with the customer
base through a dedicated “wear test
crew”. We collaborate with the end

DESIGN: Sky Soles believes in the fashionability of occupational footwear, and have
designed our collection to be functional
yet fashionable. A uniform is a complete
product and footwear is an integral part of
this. The Sky Soles design team is always
available to meet with your uniform
department, to design and develop styles
better suited to your uniform colours.
This bespoke design opportunity, is a
great way for Sky Soles to demonstrate
our significant design experience,
complementing a uniform as the latest
fashion trends evolve.
All of the Ron Clarke and Sons and Sky
Soles designs are made from the sole up.
As part of this bespoke design opportunity,
it allows you the opportunity to influence
our designs as desired. Whether this be
signature leathers, branding, heel heights,
last shapes, different size gradients and
widths the full Sky Soles design team will
be at your disposal.

DEVELOPMENT: Manufacturing footwear
is literally in our DNA. Since 1972, Ron
Clarke and Sons has always focused our
attention on quality and comfort. Over
the last 47 years how quality and comfort
has been achieved has varied significantly.
However, the basic premise of quality
materials has not. For this reason, Sky Soles
only uses the finest available materials,
constantly monitoring material science for
potential improvements. Our combination
of the finest grade calf nappa leathers,
and soft supple sheep leather linings
are chosen specifically for their superior
styling properties and durability overtime.
These leathers enable Sky Soles to meet
the demands of the professional aviation
industry, with ultimate comfort.

Complete bespoke design
opportunity to suit the
needs of every customer

customer of our product to meet the
goal of improving their experience.
Sky Soles also tailors our materials
and designs to the route network
climatic conditions of the airline. Our
significant research into the aviation
environment, cabin atmospheric
conditions and biomechanics of the
foot, assist the conception of our
designs.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
______

O U R L E AT H E R S

Our combination of the finest grade
calf nappa leathers, and soft supple
sheep leather linings are chosen
specifically for their superior styling
properties and durability overtime.
These leathers enable Sky Soles to
meet the demands of the aviation
industry, proudly surpassing
conventional standards to mould
Sky Soles around the foot ensuring
ultimate comfort throughout flight.

O I L & A C I D R E S I S TA N T

Whether they be exposed to the
elements or covered with cleaning
agents and subtle corrosives, most
parts of airports including tarmacs
accelerate the wear of footwear
outsoles. Sky Soles has built in
protection that prevents this by
using a unique oil and acid resistant
nitrile rubber outsole. This rubber
outsole is designed to repel and
slow the accelerated wear caused
by these corrosives – such as oils,
fuels and jet engine exhaust.

ANTI-SLIP

It's a fact that 22% of workplace
injuries in Australia every year
are caused by trips or slipping
occurrences. By using our
innovative oil and acid resistant
rubber compound and applying our
unique cloud tread pattern to the
outsole, Sky Soles are inherently
anti-slip, thereby reducing the
risk of these types of workplace
injuries. Acting like tread of a car
tyre, Sky Soles cloud pattern grips
on all surfaces and wears with you
over time. Dispersing slipable fluids
through the tread pattern allows
Sky Soles to keep your feet firmly
on the ground.

HARDENED TOE

Safe Work Australia statistics
show nearly 4,000 workplace
injuries occur to the feet and toes
in Australia every year. The most
frequent types of foot injury are
fractures, contusions and crush
injuries, as well as sprains and
strains of joints and muscles. Sky
Soles uses a thicker than normal,
hardened plastic polymer toe
puff, ensuring a greater degree in
toe protection. This toe puff sits
between the upper and lining of
the shoe and has been designed
to remain fashionable but also
function for galley cart operation.

A I R P O R T F R I E N D LY

To ensure every style of Sky Soles
is 'Airport Friendly' we use an
insole with a fibreglass shank.
Conventional insoles require a
“shank” which is typically the metal
component which sets airport
security alarms off. Replacing
this with a fibreglass insole and
changing the bonding structure
ensures our designs remain airport
friendly.

A N T I - S TAT I C

Ortholite ESD static control is the
key ingredient to our anti-static
designs. Ortholite foams safely
discharge static build-up to the
ground, protecting people against
the accumulation of electrostatic
charges. Unlike traditional insoles,
the compression set of Ortholite
insoles is less than 5% over time
so the cushioning and fit never
change inside the shoe. Ortholite’s
open-cell PU foam is 95% to 100%
breathable, allowing air to circulate
in and around the insole, keeping
the foot cooler inside the shoe.
Ortholite is also treated with a salt
based antimicrobial.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
______
PRODUCTION: Ron Clarke and Sons currently works
with factories throughout France, Germany, Italy,
Albania, Romania, Turkey and China. When developing
the Sky Soles range, we reviewed the craftsmanship and
suitability of each factory. Our factories in Dongguan,
China were best suited to this collection of footwear for a
number of reasons. The Sky Soles factories are exclusive
to Ron Clarke and Sons and are experts in the making
of comfort women’s and men’s shoes. This exclusivity
allows us to manage the output from the factories,
allowing for a quicker stock turnaround time for Sky Soles
product. As the factories are dedicated to Sky Soles they
have significant experience with our designs of aviation
specialised footwear. This improves the quality and
increases consistency in quality also. Dongguan, China
has some of the world’s best access to componentry and
materials, which Sky Soles factories keep fully stocked for
faster production timelines.
QUALITY CONTROL: Sky Soles representatives are
on average present in our factories five business days
a month. Outside our physical presence, we conduct
regular Skype meetings with our factory managers
directing the entire production process. This allows Sky
Soles to complete our own Quality Control (QC) at every
stage of production. The Sky Soles team individually
source our leathers and componentry from suppliers. Our
hands-on approach in production ensures the highest
quality standards, which ultimately results in the best
final product. Most importantly, our 47 years in the
footwear industry results in the interception of quality
issues before they normally arise.

OUR SEVERAL STAGES TO QUALITY CONTROL:
• LEATHER – Inspecting the leather used in our styles
upon arrival to our factories. Inspecting the feel
and quality of the hide as well as consistency.
• PATTERN CUTTING – Check the cut pattern for
scarring or blemishes as well as ensuring the best
part of the hide was cut.
• STITCHING – Inspecting the quality of the stitching
and finishing. We check for gathered linings and
ensure that the stitching is lined up correctly.
• LASTING – We visually check that the back seams
of the last are straight and that lasting hasn’t
occurred off centre. We ensure that no glue has
blemished the upper.
• SOLING – We physically check the bonding of the
heel and top-pieces for bond strength. We also
repeat this to ensure correct bondage of the
outsole.
• CLEANING – Inspecting the final cleaning of the
shoe, ensuring no evidence of production materials
are out of place or have damaged the upper.
• FINISHING – We ensure the final polishing and
finishing of the shoes is correct, checking its overall
aesthetics and quality.
• SOCKING – We physically check the bondage of
the innersole and sock, ensuring that it is correctly
centred.
• PACKING – We visually inspect the packing of
the footwear into boxes with correct labelling
and contents inside the box. We also ensure the
footwear has been packed correctly to avoid
damage during shipping.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
______
SOP CARE GUIDE: The “SOP (Standard Operating
Procedure) Ultimate Care Guide” was designed
by Sky Soles to support the customer’s product
experience. The nature of leather footwear
requires care to increase the lifespan of the shoes.
The SOP Care Guide explains the “wearing in”
process, shoe shining and storage suggestions,
emergency procedures in the event of blisters as
well as a general overview of how the product is
made and designed for the aviation environment.
Included in the box, the SOP Care Guide is the
crew’s reference guide to getting the best
experience from their shoes.
SIZE GUIDES: Sky Soles provides crew with a
printable size guide, that allows the crew member
to measure their size in direct comparison to our
“lasts”. As the fit of every shoe is different, this
innovative feature of Sky Soles allows crew to order
confidently reducing the need for swapping sizes.

SERVICE CALLS: Sky Soles believes in the
importance of maintaining an in-person
partnership. Our proposals include complimentary
service calls every 6-12 months dependant on
the requirements of each company. A Sky Soles
representative will travel to the offices of the
company with the objectives of the following:
• Meeting with crew members that require custom
fitting.
• Liaise with the company’s uniform department
about styling changes, sampling and future
innovation or improvements.
• Liaise with the company’s uniform department
about issues that have arisen with the product
due to durability, fit or manufacturing faults.
• Meeting with the company’s “Wear Test Crew”
to discuss their experience with Sky Soles,
and gather positive or negative information
from their colleagues and their own Sky Soles
experience “on the line”.

SHOE BAG: Our focus on a product’s durability is
important to Sky Soles. The microfiber shoe bag
that Sky Soles provide in every box, allows crew to
store their shoes in a way that prevents scuffing
and dirt/dust penetrating the leather. Crew can
easily pack their shoes easily into bags, making it
easy to change pairs in-flight.
PERSONALISED SERVICE: There is nothing better
than talking to master fitters, or to the designers
directly if the shoe isn’t agreeing with your foot.
The team from Sky Soles are always available
via our direct email to provide a personalised
customer support experience on the intricacies of
manufacturing and fitting. Most issues arise during
the wearing in process, and the team at Sky Soles
have countless “home-based” remedies that can
help the leather get to know a crew member better.
Sky Soles constantly compiles our interactions with
crew. This allows us to improve future designs as
well as create a dedicated service guide which a
uniform department can distribute to crew for
advanced product support.
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
______
There is nothing better than talking to master fitters, or to the designers directly if the shoe
isn’t agreeing with your foot. The team from Sky Soles are always available to provide a
unique customer support experience – and our customers experience shows this.

“If there not sky soles, don’t
bother!! I love the fit of my new
“Perth” cabin shoes. I’ve been flying
for 26 years and these are the best
ones I’ve had in all my years.”
Lana, 06 Nov

“Love the heels, so much easier
to balance and supports weight
evenly! The shoes themselves look
very smart and sophisticated, my
faves I love them!”

FUTURE
______
Fashion monitoring; As fashion
evolves the Sky Soles styling will
change accordingly, remaining
within the set aviation uniform
requirements. We also constantly
monitor breakthroughs in material
science looking for ways to further
innovate our product into the
future.

Moulded Insole Boards and Heel
Interlock; Our design team is
currently wear testing improving
our componentry to include these
breakthrough design features.
Comfort is to Sky Soles, as fuel is
to aircraft. We hold comfort so
critical to our brand that we are
always looking for ways to improve
this. Sky Soles is currently concept
designing adding further foam
padding into the insole board of the

shoe to increase the soft underfoot
feel.
Ron Clarke and Sons experience
with podiatrist and pedorthic
retailers has allowed Sky Soles to
develop significant experience
in designing Orthotic friendly
footwear. We are currently
developing the frame of a fully
removable customisable footbed
to assist with individual foot health
requirements.

OUR EXPERIENCE
______
We boast 57 years of combined
footwear design experience
between Dale and Glenn Clarke.
A global network of resources

from leathers to componentry
is strengthened by our frequent
global fashion monitoring and
resource travel.

Janice, 11 Jun

“I’ve had my Melbourne’s for a few
weeks now and NEVER have I had
a comfier pair of heels. There was
no need to limp around for a week
breaking them in and on a recent
trip to Hong Kong they were so
comfortable I actually forgot to
change into cabin shoes. These are
the perfect blend of comfort and
style.”
Sarah, 23 Oct

Good quality, comfortable, durable
shoes. Perfect for all day wear.
Unlike other shoes. Already had
heaps of compliments about the
square toe. A big thank you to Sky
Soles. Excellent customer service.
Ashley, 28 Feb

“They feel great and look so smart.
The square toe allows room for
my toes and doesn't squish them
together. I have spent over AU
$500.00 in the last 1.5 yrs trying
to find comfortable shoes. I
have purchased AirFlex, Planet
Shoes, Easy steps, and the good
ole Payless Shoes which they no
longer make. With all of the above
mentioned, I had to also purchase
gel inner soles, woolen inner soles,
heel guards for blisters, band aids...
the list goes on. I feel now that I
will no longer have to purchase
any further shoes, these new
Sky Soles Adelaide shoes are the
bomb!! They're great! Thank you
so much to the Sky Soles team and
for the great customer service!!
Highly recommend, and not to
forget I paid using Afterpay! So
convenient!!”
Cheree, 6 Jan

Sky Soles puts its heart, soul and countless design hours into crafting bespoke footwear for the
aviation professional. Every style has been meticulously designed to provide maximum quality
and comfort for every aviation adventure. We don’t just understand flying, it’s our life.
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DESIGNED BY CREW
FOR CREW

+61 3 9416 2584
info@skysoles.com
170 Wellington St,
Collingwood VIC
3066 AUSTRALIA

for more information
visit skysoles.com

